The very popular Zhejiang Summer Program will be extended to include one more city – Xi’an!

- 2 courses 6 credits (EM 274/324 substitution & Intro. Chinese Culture)
- 4-5 weeks in 2 top Chinese Universities
- 2 cities in China (Hangzhou and Xi’an)
- Estimated program fee $1500 (lodging included)
Two historical cities in China

Hangzhou

Xi’an
Facts about Hangzhou

- Most beautiful city in China
- One of the Seven Ancient Capitals of China (1400+ years history)
- Final destiny of Marco Polo’s China trip
- Home of Alibaba
- ......
Facts about Xi’an

- Capital of 13+ dynasties (including the great Tang Dynasty) 3100+ years history
- Incredibly rich history and culture
- Walled city (You may ride bicycle on the city wall)
- A hub of the Silk Road
- Home of the terracotta army (World Heritage)
- ...
Two top universities in China

• Zhejiang University & Xi’an Jiaotong University
• Both C9 League universities (the “Chinese Ivy League”)
Two courses (6 credits)

- Introduction to Chinese Culture (3 credits)
  - Includes lectures and day trips
  - Fulfill international perspective requirement
- One of two Engineering courses (3 credits)
  - EM 274 Statics
  - or EM 324 Mechanics of Materials
- Both offered in English
- Finish in one month